
By Aya Amr

AAchen is fAmous for its rich history And its culturAl, 
ArchAeologicAl And ArchitecturAl heritAge. the city hAs A flAir 
And Atmosphere of its own; the AttrActive lAyout of the old city 

centre, the importAnt historic monuments, the wells And bAths 
over the hottest nAturAl springs in europe, the bustling Activity 

in the streets And squAres, the culturAl diversity And quAlity 
And the mAny recreAtionAl And leisure Activities mAke AAchen An 

exciting And pleAsing whole.
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besides the presentation of the international 
charlemagne prize, the major annual events 
include the chio world equestrian festival. 
the chio in bad Aachen is the annual meeting 
of world-class competitors in equestrian sports 
and each year the ultimate event. it is well-
known for perfect organisation and tradition.

this event was first held in 1924 and since then they 
have been refining the mixture between the ultimate 
performance of horse and rider, and equestrian 
noblesse. there, sportsmanship is just as much a 
priority as the sophisticated presentation of a world-
class festival of equestrian sport and this year’s 
fei european championships was no exception. 

SHOW JUMPING:

it was a breath-taking experience from start to 
finish; the course designer frank rothenberger 
presented an immense course that produced 
remarkable jumping and the best of great sport.

the leading world champions from the 

netherlands clinched team jumping gold. And 
it was the host nation who slotted into silver 
medal spot ahead of the surprising swiss 
who moved up four places to take the bronze.

the black wavy planks at fence four was one of 
the bogeys of the track, and the massive triple 
combination that followed was also hugely influential, 
with the opening triple bar enticing horses down to 
a tall vertical and often leaving them very deep at 
the final oxer. the difficult four or five-stride distance 
between the big 1.80m-wide oxer at fence eight and 
the following planks claimed a large number of victims. 

dutch chef d’equipe, rob ehrens, was asked 
if he has a magic formula for success. “there is 
no magic formula, in our small country we just 
work really well together and it only takes half 
a minute to call riders and get them in position 
for championships. it’s a great honour for me to 
work with four of those amazing riders, with their 
amazing horses. i’m a happy coach!” he said.

dutch dominance in jumping continued at a persistent 

pace when the leading world champion, Jeroen 
dubbeldam, rode the brilliant sfn Zenith to victory 
in the individual final. silver went to belgium’s 
gregory wathelet with conrad de hus while 
france’s simon delestre and ryan des hayettes 
claimed the bronze in a two-round competition 
that kept spectators on the edges of their seats.

“You can only dream that it comes true, when 
you come here to Aachen, one of the most 
difficult places for a championship and one of 
the nicest, you know it’s going to be a top battle. 
Everything has to be good, you have to be fit, 
your horse has to be fit, and then you can focus 
on the course. I had the luck on my side, and 
today it is a dream come true,” said dubbeldam.

DRESSAGE:

team:

for the third time, the netherlands claimed dressage 
team gold and left great britain in silver and germany 
in bronze. it was an intense competition, with the 

result decided by a terrific performance from edward 
gal and glock’s undercover nop. however great 
britain’s charlotte dujardin and valegro produced the 
biggest score of the day, posting 83.229 to finish more 
than half a percentage point ahead of the dutchman.

dutch chef d’equipe wim ernes said that he 
expected his side to take team bronze at these 
championships, so when asked about what 
he thought of that after their win, he replied 
“That was a few weeks ago, since then we just 
practiced and got better, and so today we won!”

grand prix special:

great britain’s charlotte dujardin and her 
superstar gelding valegro, clinched grand prix 
special gold. there was plenty for the host nation 
to celebrate too when kristina bröring-sprehe 
recovered from a much less impressive test in 
the team competition and claimed silver with 
desperados frh. the netherlands’ hans peter 
minderhoud and glock’s Johnson tn took bronze.

France’s Kevin Staut Spain’s Sergio Alvarez Moya
Germany’s Kristina Böring-Sprehe and Desperados FRH
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Team Netherlands, Jur Vrieling, Gerco Schroder, Maikel Van der 
Vleuten, Jeroen Dubbeldam, Rob Ehrens.
Team Netherlands, Jur Vrieling, Gerco Schroder, Maikel Van der 
Vleuten, Jeroen Dubbeldam, Rob Ehrens.

France’s Simon DelestreFrance’s Simon Delestre Team Holland, Diederik Van SIlfhout, Patrick Van der Meer, 
Edward Gal, hans Peter Minderhoud, Wim Ernes, chef d’equipe
Team Holland, Diederik Van SIlfhout, Patrick Van der Meer, 
Edward Gal, hans Peter Minderhoud, Wim Ernes, chef d’equipe

Britain’s Charlotte Dujardin and ValegroBritain’s Charlotte Dujardin and Valegro



freestyle:

it was double-gold for charlotte dujardin and 
valegro when they added the freestyle title to 
their grand prix special win. but this medal was 
particularly hard-won, with germany’s kristina 
bröring-sprehe only 0.25 percent off dujardin’s 
winning score when taking silver with desperados 
frh, and spain’s beatriz ferrer-salat produced another 
sensation when claiming the bronze with delgado.

talking afterwards, the record-breaking rider said, “It 
was only the ones (one-tempi changes) that let the 
performance down. I think he’s got a thing with them 
now, he’s done it all week. Yesterday in the last one 
he made a mistake, outside he’s been really good with 
them. It’s only one movement at the end of the day and 
it has cost me, but I was really happy with the rest of it.”

VAULTING:

the atmosphere in Aachen’s deutsche bank Arena 
was at an all-time high, with vaulting fans getting 
together on facebook prior to the event to coordinate 
their colours. spectators in the north stand wore black, 
while those in the east wore red and in the west stand 
they wore yellow to represent the host nation flag. 

pas de deux:

the leading world and defending european 
champions Austria’s Jasmin lindner and lukas 
wacha were always favourites to take the title. once 
again they combined power, balance and seamless 
transitions throughout their two-minute programme.

lindner and wacha completed on a final score 
of 8.853 for gold while pia engelberty and 
torben Jacobs (ger) rounded their score up to 
8.725 for silver and evelyn freund and stefanie 
millinger (Aut) took the bronze with 8.557.

squad:

it was even more tense in the squad competition, with 
nerves and pressure affecting some of the strongest 
sides, while others really rose to the challenge.

the leading world champions from germany, team 
rsv neuss-grimlinghausen, ran into trouble with 
two dismount falls and another in a triple movement. 
however, such was the complexity of their programme, 
that high horse scores and artistic marks earned 8.863 
and brought their final score line to 8.597.  switzerland’s 
team lütisburg final overall score of 8.104 left them 
over 4.5 points behind the german champions, but 
only 0.42 ahead of the bronze medalists from france. 

male individual:

there was real electricity in the air as Jannis drewell 
and his grey horse, diabolus, began the final test 
of the competition. in his costume, representing a 
monk in orange robes and with his musical score 
from kung fu panda, he showed extraordinary 
suspension and amazing speed, even managing to 
include some kick-boxing as he racked up big scores.

combined with his results from the compulsory 
and technical tests along with his first freestyle, 
he was left with the winning total of 8.369, 
ahead of thomas brusewitz with 8.343 and 

viktor brusewitz, whose score wound up 8.157.

german coach ulla ramge, when asked about 
having three german vaulters on the podium: 
“I hoped for it! It was always possible because 
these guys showed that they could win. They 
all competed in four rounds of competition here 
and they needed to keep their concentration 
over the four rounds, but they produced the right 
performances at the right time so it happened!” 

female final:

switzerland’s simone Jäiser held on to the lead she 
established in the technical test to scoop gold at the 
vaulting female final.  the 28-year-old showed great 
body control and strength in the final freestyle, and 
couldn’t be overtaken despite a brilliant performance 
from germany’s corinna knauf who had to settle 
for silver, while Austria’s lisa wild took the bronze.

REINING:

italy claimed reining team gold ahead of 
germany in silver and the netherlands in bronze.

in a field of 40 competitors, and with 8 horse-rider 
combinations to go, the podium was determined 
by the performance of italy’s giovanni masi de 
vargas aboard the 7-year-old quarter horse 
mare by smart spook and out of sailors dance, 
the young italian rider posted a 221.5. equalling 
the top score of the day was germany’s grisha 
ludwig and shine my gun thrilled the crowd and 

they secured germany’s european team silver.

“I am simply thrilled,” said Italian team coach, Filippo 
Masi De Vargas. “This squad is made up of young 
riders, the future of our discipline, and they were 
just great, very professional and full of enthusiasm.”

giovanni masi de vargas did it again in the 
individual competition and took gold, while the 
germans took silver and bronze medals with 
grischa ludwig and his teammate elias ernst.

“Earning two gold medals here is unbelievable and 
so emotional, I cannot thank my team enough, our 
coach and the president of the Italian Equestrian 
Sports Federation (FISE), Cav. Vittorio Orlandi, for 
being here to cheer for us,” said masi de vargas.

DRIVING:

michael brauchle (ger) is the new individual european 
driving champion after putting everything on the line 
in the final phase of the european championships 
to win the marathon and overtake iJsbrand chardon 
(ned) in the individual standings. the bronze 
individual medal went to koos de ronde (ned).

“I was able to use my best wheeler horse again, which 
I had to miss in the previous two competitions,” 
brauchle said. “i started very fast and the horses 
got better and better after each obstacle. i drove 
at full risk, and i was at my best performance!”

the team standings mirrored the 2013 results. the dutch 
successfully defended their team title, while the german 
hosts fought hard and took home the silver medal again, 
while the hungarians slotted into third for the bronze. 

Source of information: FEI

Italy’s Francesco Martinotti and Rambo Bo Sun
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Germany’s Corinna Knauf
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Germany’s Michael BrauchleGermany’s Michael Brauchle

Team Netherlands, Theo Timmerman, Koos De Ronde, IJsbrand 
Chardon, Harrie De Ruyter
Team Netherlands, Theo Timmerman, Koos De Ronde, IJsbrand 
Chardon, Harrie De Ruyter

Individual medals: Michael Brauchle, IJsbrand Chardon, Koos De 
Ronde
Individual medals: Michael Brauchle, IJsbrand Chardon, Koos De 
Ronde

Hungary’s Jozsef DobrovitzHungary’s Jozsef Dobrovitz


